Abstract : We present a photometric and spectroscopic study of the poorly investigated open cluster Trumpler 3. Basic parameters such as the age of 70±10 Myr, the color excess E(B −V ) = 0.30±0.02 mag, the distance of 0.69 ± 0.03 kpc and the limiting radius of 12' were redetermined and compared with previous preliminary studies. The distance of 0.65 ± 0.09 kpc was determined independently by spectral parallaxes. Simultaneously, our analysis allowed us to estimate a total number of members to be N tot = 570 ± 90 and a total mass of the cluster to be M tot = 270 ± 40 M ⊙ . We also determined a state of cluster's dynamical evolution. We conclude that Trumpler 3 is a young low-massive stellar ensemble with a typical mass function slope, located near to the outer edge of the Galaxy's Orion Spur. As a result of a wide-field search for short period variable stars, 24 variables were discovered in the cluster's area. Only one of them -a variable of the γ-Dor type -was found to be a likely cluster member.
Introduction
Among Galactic open clusters there are objects which basic parameters such as an age or distance still remain unknown. In this paper we present photometric and spectroscopic investigations of Trumpler studies of the cluster but they were limited to stars brighter than V = 12 − 13 mag. The authors obtained the limiting radius of 30', the core radius of ∼8', the age of ∼220 Myr, and the apparent distance modulus of 8.95 mag which they converted to the distance of 450 pc. Moreover, the interstellar reddening E(B − V ) was found to be 0.22 mag. Mermilliod at al. (2008) measured the radial velocities for two stars -members of the clusterand determined the mean radial velocity of the cluster V r = −8.58 ± 1.12 km s −1 .
No dedicated CCD studies of Trumpler 3 have been performed to date. To fulfill this niche, we gathered wide-field deep BV photometry and combined it with near-infrared JHK S photometry extracted from the 2-Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS, Strutskie et al. 2006 ). Our analysis resulted in determination of structural and fundamental astrophysical parameters, as well as in estimating a total number of members and total mass of the cluster. The low-resolution prism spectra were gathered for brightest stars what allowed us to determine independently the distance to the cluster by spectral parallaxes. Moreover, the cluster's field was searched for variable stars -possible cluster members.
Observations and data reduction
Observations were performed with the 90/180 cm Schmidt-Cassegrain Telescope (TSC90) located at the Astronomical Observatory of the Nicolaus Copernicus University in Piwnice near Toruń, Poland. The telescope was equipped with SBIG STL-11000 CCD camera with KAI-11000M CCD detector (4008 × 2672 pixels × 9 µm).
The field of view of the instrument was 72' in declination and 48' in right ascension with the scale of 1.08 arcsec per pixel.
The photometric frames were obtained in a direct imaging mode. A 2 × 2 binning was applied to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. That resulted in the real scale of 2.15 arcsec per pixel. The spectroscopic frames were obtained in a prism mode with a 60-cm BK7-glass objective prism. In this case no binning was used. The CCD frames were processed using a standard procedure that included subtraction of dark frames and flat-fielding with twilight flats.
Deep BV -band photometry
The BV -band observations were gathered on October 6 and 30, 2005. During the first run 2 short, 2 medium, and 2 long exposures were acquired in each filter with exposure time of 10 s, 60 s, and 600 s, respectively. In second night only a set of short and long observations were acquired. Additionally, 5-6 observations of Landolt's (1992) calibration field were carried out at various airmasses to monitor atmospheric condition and to determine atmospheric extinction coefficients. Only night on October 30 was found to be photometric and data from this night were used to obtain absolute photometry of the cluster field. In next step these data were used to calibrate photometry gathered on October 6.
The atmospheric extinction coefficients in a given filter, k V and k B , were determined using 5 observations of the Landolt's (1992) calibration field SA 95 at airmasses X between 1.6 and 2.7. Typically, more than 150 stars were detected in every frame. Their instrumental magnitudes were used to determine k. A median value was taken as the one best representing a night. We got k V = 0.294 and k B = 0.412.
The raw instrumental magnitudes b raw and v raw of stars in the Landolt field were derived with the aperture photometry with the software pipeline developed for the Semi-Automatic Variability Search sky survey (SAVS, Niedzielski et al. 2003) . Instrumental magnitudes outside the atmosphere b and v were calculated as
The calibration coefficients that transform instrumental magnitudes into standard ones were determined using 36 standard stars detected in the calibration field and covering the (B − V ) color index in the range between -0.215 and 1.999 mag. The following equations were derived
where B and V are standard magnitudes and b and v are mean instrumental magnitudes corrected for the atmospheric extinction. The median values of residuals for V and (B − V ) are 0.017 mag and 0.014 mag, respectively.
The magnitudes in the cluster field were obtained by point-spread function (PSF) fitting. We used DAOPHOT package (Stetson 1987) implemented in IRAF 1 . The cluster frames were limited to 43 ′ × 43 ′ around the cluster center ( Fig. 1 ) due to deformations of stellar profiles in outer parts of the field of view. To construct the PSF empirically, we selected 16-23 bright isolated stars. A second-order variable PSF was used to take the systematic pattern of PSF variability with position on the chip into account. Aperture corrections were determined using aperture photometry of stars which were used while building a PSF profile in every frame. The instrumental coordinates of stars in frames were transformed into equatorial ones making use of positions of stars brighter than 17.5 mag and extracted from the Guide Star Catalog.
The final list of stars contains equatorial coordinates, V magnitudes, and (B − V ) color indices. It is available in electronic form at the survey web site 2 and the WEBDA 3 database (Mermilliod 1996). Five comparison stars with magnitudes 13.6 < V < 14.0 and four with magnitudes 11.5 < V < 12.0 were chosen for long and short exposures, respectively. These stars were selected to be nonvariable, isolated from their stellar neighbors, located near the center of the field, and bluer than (B − V ) = 1.0. The averaged magnitude error (the standard deviation) for comparison stars was found to be 7.3 mmag in the V -band filter.
Prism spectroscopy
The candidates for new variable stars were selected from the V -band database making use of the analysis of variance method (ANOVA, Schwarzenberg-Czerny 1996). Records in the B-band database were used for verifying variability. In total ∼8100 light curves covering the magnitude range 9 < V < 19 were analyzed.
3 Multicolor photometry 3.1 Cluster structure and CMD morphology
The cluster center coordinates were redetermined using combined photometry. The algorithm was adopted from Maciejewski & Niedzielski (2007) and started from a tentative position determined by eye. Two perpendicular stripes were cut along declination and right ascension starting from the approximate cluster center and the histogram of star counts was built along each stripe. The bin with the maximum value in both coordinates was taken as a new cluster center. The procedure was repeated iteratively until a stable solution was found. • 04, b = +4.
• 50) for the epoch J2000.0. Then, the stellar density inside concentric rings of width 1 ′ , centered at the redetermined cluster center, was calculated and plotted in a form of the radial density profile (RDP) in Fig. 2 . The data point distribution reveals a stellar overdensity which radius is at least 5'.
To parametrize the density distribution, the King-like function (King 1966 ) was fitted in a simplified form CMDs were divided into two-dimensional bins and a number of stars within each box was counted. The cleaned (decontaminated) CMD was built by subtracting a number of stars in an offset box from a number of stars in a corresponding cluster box. The latter number was weighted by the cluster to offset field area ratio. Knowing the number of cluster stars occupying each box, the algorithm randomly chose the required number of stars located in the cluster area and with the adequate magnitude and color index. The width of the concentric rings and the inner radius of the offset field were set after a series of iterative runs. We adopted a value of 3' for the latter quantity as a compromise between the spatial resolution and star numbers. In next step the zero-age main an interstellar reddening and a distance which were obtained in further steps (see paragraphs 3.2 and 3.3).
As one can see in Fig. 3 , the cluster main sequence is clearly visible up to fourth area covering r in the range between 9' and 12'. In the last ring (12 ′ < r < 15 ′ ) data point scatter dominates and the presence of the cluster main sequence is disputable. Therefore the value of 12' was adopted as a lower approximation of r lim . The location in which a value of χ 2 reached its minimum was taken as a final solution (a continuous line in 
Interstellar reddening

Age and distance
Six CMDs combining optical and near-IR photometry were constructed to determine cluster's age and distance.
The consistency of the results was also treated as a verification of the interstellar reddening obtained from the TCDs analysis. V and J magnitudes were combined with (B − V ), (V − J), and (V − K S ) color indices. Then, the procedure for background-star decontamination (see Sect. 3.1) was run for cluster area within r lim . The diagrams are plotted in Fig. 5 .
The age and the distance modulus were derived fitting a set of Padova solar-metallicity isochrones. The fitting algorithm based on the least-squares method. It used stellar magnitudes as weights and was run independently was calculated under the assumption of the total-to-selective absorption ratio R = 3.315 (Schlegel et al. 1998 ).
The results of individual fits are collected in Table 1 .
The final results were calculated as mean values of individual fits and standard deviations were taken as formal errors. We obtained log(age) = 7.83 ± 0.06, (m − M ) 0 = 9.2 ± 0.1, and the distance of 0.69 ± 0.03 kpc.
The linear diameter was found to be at least 4.8 ± 0.2 pc. While our results seem to be accurate, they may suffer from the systematic errors caused by calibration of photometry and/or by deviation of cluster's metallicity from Table 1 : Results of a solar-metallicity isochrone fit for individual CMDs. E denotes the adopted value of the color excess for a given color, and (m − M ) -the fitted value of the apparent distance modulus.
Diagram log(age) 
Total mass and number of members
The analysis of a luminosity function (LF) is a tool commonly used for estimating the total mass of a system and the number of its members. To determine these parameters, we used only near-IR photometry and followed the way described in Maciejewski (2008) . The LF for overall (r < r lim ) cluster region was built with 1-mag wide bins due to small number of cluster members. The bright end of the LF was determined by the brightest stars while As a result of extrapolating the MF from the most massive cluster stars down to the H-burning mass limit, the total mass M tot = 270 ± 40 M ⊙ and the total number of stars N tot = 570 ± 90 were derived. Then, the relaxation time t relax and the dynamical-evolution parameter τ = age t relax were calculated (see Maciejewski & Niedzielski 2007 and references therein for details of the procedure). We got log τ = 0.6.
Spectroscopic parallax
Low-dispersion spectroscopy was used to determine the spectral types of possible bright (V < 12 mag) cluster's members. Using V vs. (B − V ) diagram we preselected only stars which form the cluster main sequence. We found 19 such objects. In case of 4 preselected stars their spectra were found to be partially blended with other nearby stars what could make further analysis unreliable. Thus those objects were rejected what limited our sample to 15 stars. Their identifications are given in Table 2 . 
S08 -B4
S09 -A3 S10 -B5 S11 -A5.5 S12 -A2 S13 -B8 S14 -A2 S15 -A3 Two or three spectra were acquired for the majority of stars because individual CCD frames were overlapped.
Each spectrum was calibrated to the wavelength using H α -H ǫ lines and non-linear calibration equations. Then the spectra were averaged. No flux calibration nor correction for telluric absorption was applied. The final spectra are displayed in Fig. 7 in which they have been shifted vertically for clarity. A few spectra were found to be affected by relatively minor blending which only slightly deformed spectral distribution. This effect was neglected in further analysis.
Spectral classification was done applying criteria from Jaschek & Jaschek (1987). The sample was found to consist of B and A stars. Thus we used ratios of He 4026, He 4471, K 3933, and Fe 4045 to H γ lines. In case of the lower quality spectra we used the equivalent widths of H β and H γ lines as a main criterion and the presence or absence of weaker characteristic features as an indicator of the spectral type. For two very low quality spectra (S01 and S07) our classification based only on the equivalent widths of hydrogen lines. For brightest stars a set of short-and long-exposure spectra were used to avoid saturation effect for longer wavelengths and to increase the signal-to-noise ratio in the short-wavelength domain.
From the derived spectral type and measured (B − V ) we calculated E(B − V ), making use of tabulated calibrations of the intrinsic color indices (B − V ) 0 available for each spectral type. Assuming the total-toselective absorption ratio of R = 3.315 (Schlegel et al. 1998 ), the total absorption in the V -band filter A V was calculated. The V magnitude, corrected for reddening, was used to derive the distance modulus and then the spectroscopic parallaxes d par . The results for individual stars and literature spectral types, if available, are collected in Table 2 . The distribution of derived distances is presented in Fig. 8 in a form of a column graph.
The maximum of the distribution is clearly visible around 0.7 kpc. To characterize the distribution, a Gaussian function with a background gradient was fitted with the least-squares method. As a result, the distance to the cluster was found to be 0.65 ± 0.09 kpc where σ of the Gaussian distribution was taken as the error.
The relation of A V vs. d par is plotted in Fig. 9 for individual stars. For d par < 0.7 kpc the absorption increases linearly. Around d par = 0.7 (the distance of the cluster) a rapid growth or discontinuity is clearly visible. For d par > 0.7 kpc the absorption increases linearly again. This relation of a step-like shape suggests that a bubble of interstellar matter is associated with the cluster.
Variable stars
The goal of our wide-field monitoring was to detect short period variable stars -members of Trumpler 3. Their variability could be caused by stellar pulsations or eclipses of binary star components. Further analysis of their properties was expected to enrich studies of the cluster. Since the cluster was found to be relatively young, no long-period regular or semi-regular variable members were expected.
As a result of our survey, 24 variable stars were detected. The preliminary variability type of each one was based on its light-curve morphology, period P , and amplitude of variance. We distinguished (i) three types of The light curves of about two dozens of brightest stars which turned out to be saturated in short exposures were extracted from the Northern Sky Variability Survey (NSVS, Woźniak et al. 2004 ) and then analyzed for variance. Only one from them -TYC 4053-630-1 -was found to reveal low-amplitude, periodic changes in brightness. As the star was found to be an unlikely cluster member and its spectrum shows structures typical for chemically peculiar stars, we do not present its studies in this paper. The dedicated spectroscopic and photometric investigation of this object will be presented elsewhere.
Eclipsing binaries
Twelve eclipsing binaries were discovered in the field of Trumpler 3. They are listed in Table 3 
Regular pulsating variables
We found 6 regular pulsating variables: 2 of the RR type, a γ Dor star (GDOR), and 3 Cepheids. Four stars are potential cluster members due to their location on the sky. Table 4 contains parameters of new pulsating stars and their phased light curves are displayed in Fig. 11 . For each star the interval between phases of its maximum and minimum ∆φ was determined to characterize the asymmetry of a light curve.
Miscellaneous variables
Six variable stars were found to have sinusoid-like light curves with periods longer than one day and amplitudes smaller than 0.2 mag in V . They are collected in Table 5 and their light curves are plotted in Fig. 12 . Star V21 is probably a SR variable due to its location in the (J − H) vs. (H − K S ) and log P vs. (J − H) diagrams. The nature of brightness changes of remaining stars is not clear, thus we classified them as miscellaneous variables.
Membership
To investigate the membership likelihood of potential cluster variables, they were plotted in the cluster CMD, as it is shown in Fig. 13 . As one can note, all of them seem to be located near the cluster main sequence. Six variables of various types are clustered around V = 15 mag.
Variables V01, V02, and V03 are short period contact binaries. To verify their membership, their absolute magnitudes may be derived in two ways under the assumption that these variables belong to the cluster. The Table 3 : The list of eclipsing binaries. The columns contain: object's label, an identification, coordinates, the distance from the cluster center r in arcmin, the maximal brightness in the V -band filter V max in magnitudes, the color index in maximum B − V , the depth of a primary minimum in V and B bands ∆V pri and ∆B pri , respectively, the depth of a secondary minimum in V band ∆V sec , the period of variance P , the epoch of a primary minimum T 0 , and the type of variability. Table 4 : The list of regular pulsating variables. The columns contain: object's label, an identification, coordinates, the distance from the cluster center r in arcmin, the maximal brightness in the V -band filter V max in magnitudes, the color index in maximum B − V , the amplitude of variance in V and B bands ∆V and ∆B, respectively, the interval between phases of a maximum and a minimum ∆φ, the period of variance P , the epoch 
On the other hand, the absolute magnitude M EW V can also be obtained from the empirical formula M EW V = −4.44 log P + 3.02(B − V ) 0 + 0.12 ,
where P is the period of variation in days and (B − V ) 0 is the dereddened color index ( Stars V19 and V20 are variables of unknown type. They reveal brightness variation with amplitudes smaller than 0.1 mag and period of a few days. Assuming they belong to the cluster, their absolute magnitudes would be ∼5 mag. Since no variability caused by pulsations is expected in this absolute magnitude range, the membership of both stars seems to be unlikely.
Summary
The open cluster Trumpler 3 was found to be a low contrast stellar ensemble with the limiting radius at least The distance determined from photometric studies was found to be 0.69 ± 0.03 kpc and was found to be consistent with the spectroscopic parallax of 0.65 ± 0.09 kpc. Our results are consistent with the value given by Trumpler (1930) . The distance given by Kharchenko at al. (2005) seems to be underestimated. The cluster is located in the outer edge of the Orion Spur.
Trumpler 3 was found to be younger than studies of Kharchenko at al. (2005) indicated. Its age was found to be 70 ± 10 Myr (log(age) = 7.83 ± 0.06). The mass function distribution was found to be close to the universal IMF. The total mass was estimated to be M tot = 270 ± 40 M ⊙ and the total number of stars N tot = 570 ± 90.
The mean stellar density within the cluster volume is 1.2 star per pc 3 . The cluster turned out to be older than its relaxation time but no sight of evaporation of low-mass stars was detected.
As a result of the wide-field search for variable stars we found 24 variables. Only one of them -a γ Dor variable -was found to be a likely cluster member.
